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SOLUTION NOTE
Eliminating Manual Network Configurations 
with Cisco ACI, CliQr, and Infoblox 

Automating Core Network Services Provisioning is Key to Achieving Cloud Agility  
Even though enterprises are investing heavily in next-generation virtualization and cloud platforms, too often the underlying foundation 
of core network services such as DNS and IP addressing are out of date. It doesn’t matter how fast storage and compute can be spun 
up if it takes days or weeks to allocate the IP addresses or DNS records needed to connect resources to the network. 

As VMs are spun up, tracking virtual resources and corresponding network components creates significant overhead and results in 
compliance, serviceability, and scalability issues. When VMs are destroyed, most organizations never clean up DNS records and IP 
addresses, leading to stale data. This stale data creates significant uptime and availability risks when service disruptions occur due 

to IP address conflicts, DNS misconfigurations, or running out of available IPs within a given subnet.

Summary 
Manually provisioning DNS records and IP addresses requires multiple handoffs between teams and hours, days, or even weeks 
to deliver new cloud or virtualized deployments. Lack of automation causes inconsistency, outages, and security risks when 
provisioning and destroying virtual machines (VMs).

To address these challenges, Infoblox has validated an integration with Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) and Cisco’s 
recent acquisition, CliQr—fully automating IP address management (IPAM) and DNS provisioning. Infoblox improves agility and 
time to deploy by automating, storing, and managing the network properties needed to connect (VMs) to the network.
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About Infoblox

Infoblox enables next-level network experiences with its Secure Cloud-Managed Network Services. As the pioneer in providing the 
world’s most reliable, secure and automated networks, we are relentless in our pursuit of network simplicity. A recognized industry leader, 
Infoblox has 50 percent market share comprised of 8,000 customers, including 350 of the Fortune 500.
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Improving Time to Value through Integration
To eliminate manual network provisioning and help enterprises fully automate cloud and virtualization deployments, the Infoblox 
integration with Cisco ACI and CliQr manages IP address assignment and DNS provisioning as VMs are deployed. Infoblox acts as 
a single, authoritative system for network configuration management for both physical and virtual environments.

As virtualized servers are deployed from CliQr, the Infoblox integrated solution automatically assigns IP addresses and creates DNS 
records for each network interface on the server. This data, in addition to corresponding network properties such as default gateway, 
netmask, and DNS server settings, is injected directly into the server without manual intervention, dramatically reducing server provisioning 
time. Address assignments are automatically passed down to the Cisco ACI infrastructure as network interfaces are attached to the  
ACI fabric, enabling users to immediately obtain the benefits of dynamic, fully integrated, multi-tenant programmable secured networks.

When servers are destroyed in CliQr, the IP addresses and DNS records are de-allocated and become available immediately for use  
by new servers. Every IP address assignment and DNS record change is tracked in Infoblox, providing visibility into assets and ensuring 
consistent network resource utilization across the enterprise. 

Eliminating Unnecessary Handoffs and Tickets
Adding Infoblox to cloud and virtualization deployments eliminates the normal friction between networking and server teams. Server 
and cloud teams can create and manage their resources without having to request new blocks of IP addresses or DNS records from 
the network team. Network teams can easily manage subnets/blocks of IP addresses simply by marking the networks as part of an ACI 
End-Point Group (EPG) using Infoblox Extensible Attributes and without requiring changes to the CliQr/ACI environment. 

End-to-end Automation
The Infoblox/Cisco/CliQr integrated solution automates the entire infrastructure deployment lifecycle, enabling administrators to easily 
and quickly deploy new infrastructure with the following simple steps:

1. A CliQr admin deploys an application from the catalog that has defined servers or VMs that belong to a particular EPG.
2. A RESTful API call is automatically made to Infoblox to allocate the next available IP from the associated EPG network, creates the

corresponding DNS records, and sends the network properties to the hypervisor manager (vCenter, SCVMM, etc.) or automation
framework (Puppet/Chef).

3. The hypervisor creates and spins up the VM and injects the network properties, or the automation client configures the server.
4. As soon as the VM or server boots, it is automatically attached to the network and immediately accessible via DNS. 
5. When the VM is destroyed or server is decommissioned through CliQr, the process is reversed and the IP address is reclaimed and

DNS record(s) removed.

Conclusion
By integrating Infoblox with Cisco ACI and CliQr, you benefit from a fully-automated DNS, DHCP, and IPAM solution for software-defined 
data center and hybrid cloud deployments. The pre-built and tested integration with ACI and CliQr avoids the complexity of writing 
custom scripts; automation eliminates manual, repetitive steps so both the network and server teams can focus on business objectives 
while maintaining complete control and visibility—to maximize your investment in Infoblox.


